Recently two resource guides have become available that were developed for the project: “Across borders: strengthening youth volunteering to fight for gender equality and social inclusion”, with the acronym CB4VOL.

This project allows four partner associations to work for the first time together as a consortium, consisting of Asticude in Nador, Morocco, YWCA in Jerusalem, Israel, Alianza por La Solidaridad in Madrid, Spain, and WIDE+ in Brussels, Belgium. The project is led by Alianza por la Solidaridad / Action Aid Spain.

The guide prepared by WIDE+ was published in November, but is now updated with additional information.

**Alianza por la Solidaridad's Training on Local Volunteering**

In order to help ensure that future work with volunteers is managed and developed in the most coherent and effective way possible, ActionAid Spain / Alianza por la Solidaridad has developed this volunteer management guide. It is a useful tool to establish the basis for management and work, taking into account the differences between organisations and the context that surrounds them. It can serve as material for other organisations that want to start working with local volunteers and for those that are already working with volunteers and want to incorporate new ideas or good practices to improve the processes and management of volunteering.

This resource guide provides a brief contextualisation and introduction into including a gender equality perspective into youth volunteerism. It give references and examples to go deeper into the topic that can be of aid for any one setting up a volunteer project of programme on gender inclusion with young people. And young people in this guide is roughly taken as between 18 and 30 years of age, following the EU definition for youth while excluding minors.